Special Assembly Schedule
Cardinal Days (1 hour assembly)

Cardinal Day-No Fifth Block/Advisement

Zero Block/AE – 7:50 – 8:10 a.m.

8:15 – 9:40
SIXTH BLOCK

9:50-11:15
SEVENTH BLOCK

11:25-1:25
8th block with lunches
EIGHTH BLOCK
A lunch 11:25-11:55, A class 12:05-1:25 (Teachers: A-K)
B class 11:25-12:45, B lunch 12:55-1:25 (Teachers: L-Z)

1:35 – 2:45
ASSEMBLY BLOCK
Check in with Seminar teacher for attendance

FACULTY RESPONSIBILITY
ALL FACULTY MEMBERS are expected to assist with student supervision during the assembly (see Assemblies in the handbook for specific instructions). Generally speaking, supervision includes escorting students in your fifth block class to the gymnasium (if you have a class) or helping to move students from the hallways into the gymnasium (if you have a planning period). Once in the gymnasium ALL FACULTY are expected to sit with their class to help with the control of student behavior.